
CHAPTER 3

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN

Breakwaters, jetties and groins alter the natural site processes in

an attempt to stabilize and protect expanses of the coast. Groins are

built to protect the shoreline from erosion, jetties' are intended to

protect inlets and adjacent areas, and breakwaters may serve either or

both purposes. This chapter explores the fundamental nature of each

structure by answering the basic questions of what each does and why,

where and how each operates.

Functi.onal characteristics of shore protection structures define

the precise way in which they attain their purpose. Functional design

involves delineation of the following, general aspects'-

l. Mechanics of operation - How they work; the manner and degree
to which the proposed structure will attenuate waves and
accrete sediment.

2. Physical layout � Where they work; the placement of the
structure on the site, i.e., its position relative to the
shoreline, and geometrical components, such as height, length
and spacing.

3. Structural design.

These three are interrelated; changes in the structural design may

necessitate changes in the physical layout, and alterations in structure

geometry change the mechanics of operation. Structural design is

discussed only briefly in this chapter, in its relation to the other

functional determinants. Chapters 4 through 7 concentrate more fully on

structural design.

Breakwaters, jetties and groins share the same general theory of

operation. The structure imposes a physical barrier in the nearshore

zone and blocks the flow of littoral drift. The action of waves and
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currents is interrupted as well, resulting in a relatively calm water

area on the downdrift side of the barrier. The way in which these two

effects are combined for shore protection purposes is different, for each

structure.

Length and height are the two basic geometrical parameters.

Alignment relative to the shoreline and to the predominant direction of

wave attack will have a significant effect on the operation of the

structure. When more than one structure is built, as in a jetty pair or

a groin field, spacing is another important variable. These components

are. described for each of the structures in the following sections.

Breakwaters, jetties and groins all accrete littoral material and

consequently upset the natural equilibrium, reducing the material supply

to downdrift beaches. Depending on the functional design

characteristics of the structure and aspects of the site, the resulting

downdrift erosion can range from minor to catastrophic. The potential

negative impacts of construction must be ~eighed heavily. Adverse

effects can be reduced by keeping the lengths and heights of structures

to an absolute minimum. Sand bypassing and nourishment techniques,

described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 respectively, also help to alleviate

downdrift erosion. The surest answer is simply not to build the

structure; this option must always exist as an alternative.

Constructs.on of a protection device which stabilizes one coastal area at

the expense of adjacent areas is an abuse of shore protection

principles.
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3. I BRFMiWATERS

Breakwaters are constructed primarily to reduce or prevent wave

action in an area which is to be sheltered. The waters directly behind

the structure are shielded from wave action and are noticeably calmer

than the seaward waters. Lf this calm area, or "wav'e shadow",

encompasses the shoreline behind the breakwater, the shore will be

protected from waves as well. Because the wave energy available for

moving sediment decreases sharply in the breakwater lee, the rate of

littoral transport in the protected waters is reduced. This often

results in increased sediment deposition, a secondary consequence of

breakwater installation.

Breakwaters can be classified as either harbor protection or shore

protection structures, depending on the nature of the protected area, or

may serve both purposes. As aids to navigation, they create

sufficiently quieted waters to allow safe maneuvering of vessels and use

of harbor facilities. Also, they may provide anchorages where small

craft can seek refuge from storms. Breakwaters have been used in

con]unction with sand bypassing techniques, forming a calm area from

which a pipeline dredge can operate. On a lesser scale, a breakwater

may be sited to shield a small docking facility or recreational beach

from excessive wave action. Zn shore erosion control, a breakwater can

be used to promote accretion of a protective beach.

Certain characteristics must be defined to describe a breakwater

fully. These are:

I. Structural type - Whether bottom-supported or floating, and
construction material used
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2. Physical layout - Whether shore-connected or offshore

3. Geometrical components

The structural design and behavior determine, in large part, the

mechanisms by which the breakwater attenuates vave action. The physical
layout and functional design delineate the region which will be

sheltered and the degree of protection to be afforded. For ease of

discussion these three features are treated as separate items in this

section; in fact, their effects are interrelated. Breakwater wave

attenuation cannot be attributed solely to structure height, length,

surface roughness or offshore distance, for example, but depends on the
optimum combination of these to attain the required protection.

Ph sical La out and Sediment Accretion

Breakvaters installed for harbor protection are predominantly

shore-connected. A typical shore-connected breakvater is illustrated in

Figure 3.1. The shore arm of the structure acts as a barrier to

littoral drift between its seaward end and the limit of vave uprush on
the shore. The littoral drift thus intercepted accretes on the updrift

side of the shore arm. Correspondingly, shoreline recession occurs on-

the downdrift side, because of a lack of material supply. Once the

capacity of the structure is reached, natural movement of sand past the

structure resumes  CZRC, 1977! . A permeable or low weir section built

into the shore arm allows some material to pass to the lee side of the

breakvater. The sand caught in. this impounding zone can be pumped to

downdrift shores to prevent shoreline recession {Sanko and Smith. in
preparation!.
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Figure 3.1 Shore-Connected. Breakwater
 Weggel, 1981, p. 12!
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Drif t materials are also accreted by the sea arm of a

shore-connected breakwater. Deposition extends along the seaward face

and forms an impoundment shoal at the end of the breakwater, as shown in

Figure 3.1. The accreted zone at the breakwater tip is also a choice

location for sand bypassing equipment  CERC, 1977!.

Offshore or detached breakwaters, usually placed parallel or

subparallel to the shoreline, are the second common configuration
 Figure 3.2!. They are expensive to construct, but are quite efficient
in attenuating wave action. They are generally located in deeper water

than shore-connected breakwaters, jetties or groins and, therefore,
influence a wider area of the littoral zone. If it is desired to trap
littoral materials within this area, an offshore breakwater is a most

capable means of interception. The structure dissipates wave energy,
thereby slowing littoral transport and allowing deposition in its lee.

Noticeable accretion begins as a bulge in the shoreline behind the

breakwater. Thi.s shore projection then acts as a groin, encouraging the
updrift deposition of sand  Figures 3.2 and 3.3!. As the shoreline

advances in this manner, the breakwater becomes increasingly efficient

as a littoral barrier. Zf the breakwater is long relative to its

distance offshore, and the littoral drift characteristics are conducive,

deposition may continue until the projection joins the breakwater,

forming a tombolo, as illustrated in Figure 3.3  CERC, 1977!.

Once the sand trapping capacity of the breakwater is reached, drift

will pass the structure and again resume natural patterns of transport.

However, depending on the dimensions of the breakwater and the littoral

drift climate, this process could take several years. The downdrift
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Figure 3.2 Of f shore Breakwater  Veggel, 1981,
p. 12!



ingle to

a. Natural Tombolo Beach Form
 CERC, 1977, p. A-52!

surveys

Qf fshore breakwater

b. Artificial Tombolo Formed by a Breakwater

Figure 3.3 Tombolos
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shores necessarily recede during updrift accretion. Xf deposition is

excessive, erosion may be severe. Xn many cases, the complete filling

of the leeward area and the corresponding erosion are undesirable. The

height, length, orientation and offshore distance of the breakwater must

all be carefully planned and manipulated, so that the design objectives

are fulfil3.ed without causing adverse shoreline changes.

Offshore breakwaters are constructed in deeper waters for

protection of harbor entrances. On a smaller scale, they may be located

in shallow waters, of 4 to 6 ft �.2 to 1.8 m! in depth. Inshore

breakwaters are shore protection structures designed to build protective

beaches by allotting shoreline advancement. They are normally

constructed only in waters of 1 to 2 ft �.3 to 0.6 m! in depth, on low

slope beaches, and ~ithin 100 to 200 ft �0 to 60 m! of shore  Hanson,

Perry and Wallace, 1978!.

Structural T e and Wave Attenuation

Most breakwaters are bottom-supported. By definition, the forces

acting on these structures must be sustained by the foundation

materials. A dissimi3.ar structural group, floating breakwaters, is the

focus of Section 3.2. The two genera3. classes of bottom-supported

breakwaters are mound and wall constructions. Specific designs are

further identified by their material compositions. A variety of these

are illustrated in Chapter 4. Fully 95 percent of existing breakwaters

comprise rock or concrete as their chief construction element. Steel,

and timber serve to a lesser degree  Quinn, 1972!. Structural types are

enumerated briefly here, with emphasis on their effect, on breakwater

operation, and are detailed in Chapter 4.
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Rock mounds are the most common breakwater type used in North and

South America. Xn the United States, offshore breakwaters are almost

exclusively of rubble mound construction  CERC, 1977!. The terms

"rubble mound" and "breakwater" aze even used interchangeably by some,
although such usage is techni,cally incorrect. Natural rock or speci. ally
shaped concrete units form the cover layers of the mound and provide
stability against wave attack. An in-depth examination of the nature of

these armor materials is presented in Chapter 6. Mound type

installations can be topped by concrete superstructures to enhance their

protection capabilities.

Massive vertical wall breakwaters are less commonly constructed in

the United States. These gravity walls are founded on rubble mats to

distribute the load over a sufficient area. Table 3.1 enumerates the

advantages and disadvantages of the gravity wall breakwater as compared
with mound structures. Other wall type configurations include concrete

caissons and rock-filled cribs. Cellulaz sheet pile and sheet pile wall

breakwaters have been successfully installed along less exposed
shorelines  guinn, 1912!.

The structure configuration and construction materials influence

the mechanism and efficiency of wave attenuation. Breakwaters disperse

wave energy by a combination of absorption, reflection and transmission.

When a wave impacts against a breakwater, the water, carried by its

momentum, is forced up the face of the structure. Through this runup,

wave energy is absorbed or dissi.pated by the structure. Structural

characteristics, such as surface roughness and seaward slope, are major

determinants of wave runup  Hubbell and Kulhawy, 1919b!. Rubble mound

faces, which are highly fzi.ctional, are more effective wave absorbers
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Table 3.1 Vertical Wall Breakwaters - Advantages
and Disadvantages  Quinn, 1972, p. 244!

Advantages Disadvantages

l. Provide a larger harbor area
and narrower entrance

2. Harbor side of breakwater
can be used for mooring
wave ships

3. Subject to more exact
analytical analysis

4. Maintenance costs are
nearly eliminated

5. Where rock is economically
unavailable, may save time
and money

1. Caa be constructed only where
foundation conditions are
favorable

2. Not flexible, e.g., in
adjusting to settlemeat and
disturbance

3. Difficult to repair if
damaged

4. Top elevation much higher
than for mound structure

5. Construction requires more
extensive and heavier equip-
ment



than smooth surfaces. Similarly, the limit of wave uprush is smaller

for shallower structure slopes. Hubbell and Kulhawy �979b! summarize

methods f' or computing wave runup.

Wave energy may be reflected back toward. the main water body rather

than be absorbed by the structure. Reflection may be a critical concern

within a harbor, because multiple reflections and lack of dissipation

can result in excessive wave agitation. Impermeable smooth vertical

walls zeflect. almost all incident wave energy; that is, the reflected

wave height is nearly equal to the incident wave height  CKRC, 1977!.

Reflection decreases, in general, for rubble mound structures with

increased structure slope, permeability and roughness. Rubb3.e mounds

can, however, reflect incident long period wave components, for normal

or oblique wave approach. The short-crested waves produced by

reflection remove bottom material a3.ong their crest paths. Resu3.ting

problems with scour in front and downcoast of a breakwater should be

anticipated in design and maintenance schemes  Silvester. 1974!.

Transmission of wave energy through coastal structures occurs, as

at permeable breakwaters or semi-permeable rubble mounds. In some

cases, transmission of a high percentage of long peziod wave energy wi13.

induce intolerable disturbance in the breakwater lee, as in a harbor

complex  Dunham and Finn, 1974!. More commonly, protection requirements

aze less stringent and some wave transmission can be allowed.

Geometrical Co onents

The siting and functional design of a breakwater depends

intrinsically on the purpose of the structure, whether predominantly for

shore or harbor pzotection. Breakwater geometry is defined by alignment
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and. offshore distance, longshore length and height  crest elevation!.

The following paragraphs comprise comments and recommendations regarding

these components. Simply stated, the overall guiding philosophy is one

of minimums. A breakwater should be only as long and as high as is

necessary to provide the required protection. Zt is well to consider

the structure as an intrusion in the coastal environment, and to limit

that intrusion as much as possible.

~gitln .Selection of the construction site snd elignnent of the

structure on that site are the two basic elements of siting. The first

concern is usually limired by factors other than breakwater design.

Location of shore protection breakwaters is largely dictated by a local

need for erosion control. Harbor protecting devices are often developed

as appurtenances to existing facilities or planned harbors for which the

site has already been chosen. The second facet, placement of the

breakwater on the site, is less clearly defined. The placemeat should

be such that wave action is attenuated to allowable levels with a

minimum of negative effects.

To reduce wave action, a breakwater necessarily alters the wave

regime surrounding it. Most noticeable is the diffraction of waves

around the tips of the barrier, as energy is transferred laterally along

the wave crests  Figure 3.4!. Since the underwater slopes are not

typically flat, changes in wave height and direction of travel are

expected to occur as well. This phenomenon is termed wave refraction.

Siting studies should include wave diffraction and refraction analyses

for the various proposed breakwater geometries and alignments.

Graphical techniques for evaluation of these effects are reviewed by

CERC �971! and Hubbell and Kulhawy �979b!.



Figure 3.4 Wave Diffraction at a
Breakwater  Komar, 1976,
p. 114!
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Wave diffraction analysis indicates the degree of wave attenuation

attained within the protected area. For example, the typical

diffraction diagram sketched in Figure 3.5 yields diffraction

coefficients, K', of less than 0.5 within t;he breakwater geometric

shadow. Thus, wave heights are decreased by more than 50 percent by the

breakwater  CZRC, 1977! . The effects of diffraction on adjacent

shorelines should also be examined. Focusing of wave energy can result,

in significant downshore beach erosion, *s shown schematically in Figure

3.6. A more exact evaluation of attenuation combines the effects of

diffraction and refraction. ALthough a definitive theory is lacking,

Ippen �966! may be consulted for an approximate graphical approach to

this complex problem {Figure 3.7!.

In the absence of other controlling criteria, the customarily

recommended alignment is roughly perpendicular to the primary direction

of wave attack. In this position the structure can most efficiently

intercept wave action with the minimum longshore length {Dunham and

Finn, 1974!.

Len th and Offshore Distance. Longshore length, d, and distance

offshore, D, are interrelated parameters. The ratio of D/d is often

used to evaluate the impact of offshore breakwaters on the littoral

zone. Inman and Frautschy {1965! observed that, along the southern

California coast, pronounced accretion does not occur when the 0/d ratio

is between three and six. Noble �978! confirmed the earlier finding,

acknowledging that the effect on adjacent shorelines is not discernible

for D/d equal to six. These values are simply guidelines and may be

inappropriate for certain combinations of waves, littoral action and
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Figure 3.5 Typical Diffraction Diagram for a
Shore-Connected Breakwater  Dunham
and Finn, 1974, p. 27!
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Figure 3.7 Combined Refraction and Diffraction  happen,
1966, p. 273!
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other site specific characteristics. They should not be used in place

of engineering analysis and verification.

The rule of minimums applies here, for environmental as well as

economic reasons. As the water depth at the structure increases,

pro]ect costs correspondingly multiply. There are exceptions to this

general criterion. A breakwater may have to be lengthened to enable

interception and retention of littoral drift for bypassing operations.

The structure must not be so closeLy situated that it infringes on the

water area needed for a harbor entrance or other purpose. Also,

breakwaters low in height may have to be placed farther offshore to

allow for leeward turbuLence caused by overtopping waves  Bunham and

Finn, 1974!.

A series of short breakwaters may be installed rather than one of

continuous length. The series will be less efficient as a littoral

trap, but will otherwise function similarly to a long structure  CERC,

1977!. For example, the use of a widely spaced breakwater series to

stabilize a reclaimed shoreline in Singapore has been reviewed by

Silvester and Ho �972! and Chew, Wong and Chin �974!. The breakwaters

were situated to act as headlands between which crenulate or

scallop-shaped bays would form  Figure 3.8! Crenulate bays are proposed

as equilibrium shoreline configurations. When this shape is attained,

wave approach is wholly normal to the beach. This implies that there is

no component of wave energy directed alongshore and, therefore, no

opportunity for sediment transport. Preliminary progress reports on the

Singapore project indicate that the headland breakwater system is

effective in minimizing littoraL drift and has provided an economic

means of shore stabilization.
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Figure 3.8 Crenulate-Shaped Bays  Che~, Hong
and Chin, 1974, p. 1408!
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~get ht. For conventional bottom r-esting breakwaters. the principal

considerati.on in determination of height is whether overtopping can. or

cannot be tolerated. This decision is dependent on the intended

function of the structure. Excessive overtopping can cause agitation

and choppiness in the leeward area and impede harbor operations. A

breakwater whose crest permits no overtopping will form the most

complete barrier to wave action and littoral processes  CERC, l977!.

This is the most stringent height specification. For no overtopping,

the top of the breakwater must be higher than the maximum design wave

height, with maximum water level variations, plus anticipated wave

runupe

In most cases, a certain amount of overtopping can be tolerated as

long as disturbances in the protected areas do not exceed acceptable

limits. Also, the overtopping waves must not in turn cause excessive

~aves in interior harbor areas. It is generally more economical to

allow the minor damages caused by overtopping than to increase the crest

elevation to nonovertopping dimensions. In the design of protective

features for small craft harbors, breakwaters are usually planned to be

overtopped by the design wave  Dunham and Finn, L974!.

It may actually be desirable in some cases to construct lower or

overtopping breakwaters. Such design allows some wave action shoreward

of the structure, thereby maintaining movement of littoral drift. Thi,s

practice is especially appropriate where there is concern about

excessive downdrift erosion.

When only partial protection is required, construction of a

submerged breakwater might be suitable. These structures do not extend

above the low water level and, because they are smaller, enable cost
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savings. They may also be more aesthetically pleasing than high

breakwaters which obstruct the view of the water body. They permit

relative continuity of littoral transport and allow ~ater circulation in

the leeward area. Accretion of materials passing over the crest is also

eahaaced. Ia low wave energy, high littoral drift environments, inshore

submerged breakwaters are useful in forming and maintaining raised or

"perched" beaches  Saako aad Smith, in preparation!. These low-lyiag

structures require warning markers so that they are aot hazards to

navigation aad recreation.

An ianovative variation of the submerged breakwater is reported by

Zwambora, Fromme aad Fitzpatrick �970!. In an effort to protect aad

improve the beaches of Durban, South Africa, recommendatioas were made

for the construction of an "underwater mound." The proposed mound is

built of' fiae to medium sands supplied by ad!acent harbor dredging

works, to a length of 4.5 km �.8 mi!, 1200 m �.7 mi! away from aad

parallel to shore, reaching to 7.3 m �4 ft! below LWOST  low water

ordinary spring tide!, with side slopes of 1-'25 aad a crest width of 61

m �00 ft!. Exteasive model testing suggested that the structure would

remain stable under most wave coaditioas. This conclusion has been

substantiated by prototype measuremeats. The accretioaary patterns in

the lee of the completed structure section indicate that the underwater

mound offers aa effective beach protection scheme.

3. 2 FLOATIHG BPZMWATERS

Floating breakwaters are installed f or the same purposes as

bottom-supported breakwaters  Section 3.1! and, on that basis, belong to

the same functioaal group of structures. However, floating devices are
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structurally and operationally unlike the conventional bottom-resting

mounds or walls and, from that view, are quite dissimilar structures.

Because they are in many ways unique, and because their use is

particularly appropriate for smaller-scale projects, floating

breakwaters warrant a separate discussion. In this section their

functional and structural characteristics, strengths and disadvantages

are investigated.

The concept of mobile, floating barriers to wave action dates from

1842  DeYoung, 1978!. Floating breakwater technology expanded during

World War EI, in response to the need to protect adequately the

amphibious naval operations with structures which were easy to assemble

and transport. Currently, the recreational boating market poses the

largest demand for these devices. The increasing need for low cost
4

protection of marinas and harbors provided the incentive for recent

developments in floating breakwater technology.

The advantages and disadvantages of floating breakwaters, as

compared with the more common bottom-resting structures, are summarized

in Table 3.2. The listed considerations are important and warrant

special attention. 71oating structures are suited to a wide variety of

civil uses, as indicated by Table 3.3.

Many floating breakwater designs have been proposed. The precise

manner in which each device combines various damping mechanisms to

attenuate wave action differs with the structural design. Details of

operation are examined in the subsequent discussion on structural

configurations.

Although the technological feasibility of many floating breakwater

designs can be established in the laboratory, their use is often



Table 3.2 Floating Breakwaters � Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages Disadvantages

5. Cannot remain moored in
icing conditions

6. Free from scour
6. Shorter structure life

9. Suitable for temporary
protection

l. Usable where fixed breakwaters
are not feasible because of poor
foundation conditions, deep
water or sediment transport
problems

2. Low initial cost in deep water

3. Katerial and construction costs
are lower for some types

4. Zn general, require little
heavy equipment and erection
time  as FTB!

5. GeneraLly do not interfere
with water circulation,
sediment' transport, fish
migration

7. Continued effectiveness
during seasonal water level
fluctuations

8. May be moved as protection
needs change  multiple use
potential!

10. Nay be repaired in the water

11. Low profile may be aesthetic
advantage

12. Nay enhance biological resources
by acting as an artificial reef

13. Collects debris and attracts sea
gulls away from recreational
boats

l. Provide less wave protection
than bottom resting break-
waters

2. Do not effectively damp
waves of long period or low
steepness

3. Can fail to meet design ob-
jectives abruptly, with no
progressive structural
damage as warning  as for
long period waves!

4. Ongoing maintenance costs
may exceed those for fixed
breakwaters

7. Lack of open-water prototype
data

8. Uncertainties in magnitudes
of applied loads dictate
conservative design
principles and increase
costs

9. Some materials used may be
unaesthetic  as tires of
FT3s!

10. Public reluctance to accept



Table 3.3 Applications of Floating Breakwaters
 compiled from NcGregor and Hiller,
1978!

1. Protection of inshore recreational boat mooring facilities

2. Shoreline erosion protection

3. Creation of safe natural anchorages

4. Protection of harbor entrances. transient marine activities,
reclaimed lands

5. Temporary protection for work areas

6. Extension of existing berths or permanent breakwaters

7. Protection of offshore operations, diving, pipelaying. etc.

8. Use in mariculture industry  fish farms!
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constrained by economic impracticali,ty. A notable exception is the

floating tire breakwater  PTB!, which has proved cost-effective in many

installations  Harms, 1979!. As the PTB is an important addition to the

sphere of shore protection methods, the functional design criteria of

this device are highlighted in thi,s section.

This discussion is limited to presentation of the basi,c

characteristics of floating breakwaters. There is a large body of

technical literature available on the subject. The bibliography

compiled by Griffin and Jones �974! is a reasonably thorough survey of

this material as of 1974.

Structural T es and Wave Attenuati.on

Transportable breakwaters can be grouped by operational

similarities into three categories: rigid structures, flexible

structures, and pneumatic and hydraulic breakwaters. The components of

a floating breakwater system are shown schematically in Figure 3.9. The

structure attenuates incident wave energy by one or more of the

following mechanisms  Richey and Nece, 1974; Kamel and Davidson, 1968!:

1. Reflection by leading edge of the breakwater

2. Dissipation through turbulence of wave breaking  forced
instability of incident waves!

3. interference with internal orbital wave motions

4. Superpositon of waves generated by breakwater motion with
transmitted waves

S. Inelastic deformations of the structure and its moorings
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Figure 3.9 Floating Breakwater Tertttinology  after Richey
and Nece, 1972, p. 7S!
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The performance of a floating breakwater can be evaluated by the

wave transmission coefficient, C , given by:
t

C ~ t
8

t �. 1!

in which 8 transmitted wave height and 8 incident wave height

 Figure 3.9!. Similarly used is the wave suppression efficiency,

�.2!o ~1-C
t

All analyses must be consistent in the use of one or the other

parameter. It should be noted that most contemporary work on floating

breakwaters has been confined to the laboratory. Field measurements of

prototype performance are scarce.

Ri id Floatin Breakwaters. Rigid structures exhibit three modes

of vibration caused by the restoring force of gravity: heave, roll and

pitch. A moored floating structure has three additional modes of

oscillation because of the restoring force of the moorings: surge, sway

and yaw. These movements are defined graphically in Figure 3.10. To

damp wave action effectively, a floating body must have a natural period

sufficiently longer than the incident wave periods. This long natural

period can be attained by enclosing a large mass of water within a light

structure, such that the restoring force is reduced to a minimum. The

same result has been achieved by the use of a large mass moment of

inertia in floating breakwater design  Chen and Wiegel, 1970!.

The single-prism pontoon system  Figure 3.lla! is the simplest form

of rigid structure. Kato, et al. �969! report on investigations of

inverted trapezoidal sections designed by principles of phase

differences. When the periods of the floating body and waves were in

resonance and rolling was checked by the moors, wave attenuation was



d. A- Frame

Ff.guz'e 3.11 Rigid Floating Breakvatera  Richey and Nece,
1972, p. 77!

g. Single - Pris~
Pontoon

c. Per Foroted
Pontoon

b. Twin - Hajji
Pontoon
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maximized. The twin-bull or catamaran pontoon  Figure 3.111! achieves a

longer zoll period. Perforations in the pontoon  Figure 3.1lc! enable

additional energy loss and may disrupt wave motion below the structure

 Rf.chey and Nece, 1972!. A fourth configuration, the A-frame  Figure
3.lid! comprises a central vertical wall and symmetrically located

outriggers. The rigid wall serves as a xeflecting surface. The

outriggers provide stability and a large moment of inertia, which

effects a long natural period  Chen and Wi.egel, 1970!.

Laboratory test results indicate that rigid floating breakwaters

are, conceptually, useful for wave enexgy dissipation. Their practical

use is hindered by the lack of a rational and affordable prototype

design.

Flexible Floatin Bxeakwaters. One proposed flexible structuxe

geometry is the tethered float'breakwater. The model, shown in Figure

3.12, consists of an array of buoyant floats independently tethered

about one buoy diameter below the ~ater surface. The floats oscillate

in opposition to incident waves and attenuate energy by buoy drag

 Seymour and Isaacs, 1914!. The associated mathematical model has been

substantiated by laboratory and field experiments, reported by Seymour

and Hanes �976!. Although the wave attenuation characteristics of the

tethered float breakwater have been satisfactorily demonstrated,

economic factors are a barrier to widespread use of the device at the

present time.

Natlike structures are another type of floating breakwater. Early

members of this group comprised thin membranes and fluid-filled bags.

These schemes met with little practical success  Ri.chey and Nece, 1914!.

Conversely, the floating tire breakwater  FTB! appears to be a workable,



Figure 3.12 Tethered Float 3reakwater  Agerton, Savage
and Stotz, l976, p. 2807!



economical addition to this group. FTBs are assemblages of tires bound

together and floated at the suxface of the water  Figure 3.13!. The

system is principally an energy dissipator. Incident wave energy is

transformed to turbulence in and around the many small elements  tires!

of the breakwater and dispersed. Little energy reflection occurs

 Harms, 1979!. Various FTB configurations have been proposed. Of

these, only the Goodyear FTB  Candle, 1974; Kowalski, 1974! is presently
backed by the results of numerous laboratory and field investigations.

The technology generated. has enabled the development of a rational

design for this arrangement. Geometric characteristics and design

considerations for the Goodyear FTB are explored subsequently .

Pneumatic and H draulic Breakwaters. The last group, pneumatic and

hydraulic devices, are not strictly in the floating category, but are

included here as they are not bottom-supported and are theozetically

transportable. The attenuating mechanism is a surface current

propagated in opposition to incident waves. The wavelengths are reduced

and wave heights increased until instability occurs, and they break over

the current ox are reflected. In the pneumatic breakwater  Figure

3.l4!, the interfering current is produced by air bubbles released from

a line of jets on the sea bottom  Bulson, l968! . The attenuating

current of the hydraulic breakwater is generated by horizontat. water

jets from a pipe floating at the water surface  Chen and Wiegel, 1970!.

A practical limitation on the use of pneumatic breakwaters is that

they do not adequately damp long period waves, as demonstrated in a

study by Xwagaki, Asano and Honda �978!. The combination of a

pneumatic with a submerged breakwater was found to be a more useful

system. As waves passed over the submerged structure, a portion of the



Figure 3. 13 Floating Tire Breakwater  DeYoung, 1978, p. 1G!
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Figure 3.14 Pneumatic Breakwater
 Bulson, 1968, p. 998!



energy transfers to higher frequency waves which can be damped more

effectively by the pneumatic breakwater.

Numerous experimental and theoretical studies have made it possible

to estimate the air quantity required by a pneumatic breakwater and to

design a workable system. However, these devices are characterized by

very high operation and installation costs  Bulson, 1968! . For this

reason, they have not become popular. The same economic constraints

apply to the use of hydraulic breakwaters. It has been noted that these

systems are effective in eliminating wave reflection phenomena within a

marina. Nece, Richey and Rao �968! proposed that intermittent

operation of short hydraulic breakwaters for this purpose might be

economically justified.

PTBs � Functional Com onents

The Goodyear PTB comprises individual 18-tire modules bound

together, as shown in Figure 3.13. The completed FTB floats with tires

oriented vertically and attenuates wave action as previously described.

Basic geometric and functional criteria are considered herein. The

treatment of this subject is by no means exhaustive, as the available

FTB technology is increasing. Details on each facet of design may be

obtained from the references cited in this section. In particular,

DeYoung �978! and Harms �979! provide comprehensive design and

construction procedures and illustrative examples.

~dltin . FTBs should be situated parallel to incident wave crests.

The distance offshore should be minimized, to avoid regeneration of wind

waves in the breakwater lee. FTBs are typically positioned within four

wavelengths of the area to be sheltered  DeYoung, 1978!. Since the
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structure is quite mobile, the optimaL placement can be found in the

field by trial. The orientation can also be varied with seasonaL

changes in the direction of attacking waves  Kowalski and Ross, 1975!.
Geometx~. FTB dimensions are defined by the beam  width!, B, draft

 immersed depth!, D, and length  see Figure 3.9!. The beam depends on

� 3!D ~ 0.85D
t

DeYoung �978! indicates that, for a given wave condition, FTB

protection is relatively constant for dxafts between 6 and 50 percent of

the site water depth. d. The relation D/d is termed the relative draft.

FT3 length and conventional breakwater length are determined by

site characteristics and wave diffraction and refx'action analyses.

Generally, FT3 length is chosen to exceed the shoreline distance to be

protected by about one wavelength  Harms, 1979!. As most of the FT3

modeling has been done in two dimensions, variations in length have not
been extensively studied.

Materials. A distinct advantage of the FTB is the ease of

obtaining primary building materiaLs. Scrap tires, which usually

present a disposal problem, are readily available fx'om a number of

sources.

Special care must be taken in choosing binding materials for the

FTB. In some cases, the poor performance of this component has x'esulted

in complete failure of the structure. Environmental demands on binding

the wavelength, L, of design waves and the transmission coefficient, C
t

specified. These parameters are related by the design curve proposed by
Harms �979!  Figure 3.15!.

The Goodyear configuration is one tire in thickness. The draft, D,

is related approximately to the tire diameter, D , as  Harms, 1979!:
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materials are severe. They are subject to fatigue by continual flexing,

abrasion, galvanic corrosion of metallic parts and ultraviolet

degradation of plastic materials. In an effort to assess the

performance characteristics of several FTB tying materials, in-situ

tests were executed at the University of Rhode Island  Davis, l977!. Of

the substances evaluated, the preferred type is rubber conveyor belt

edging, 2 to 3 inches  Sl to 76 mm! wide, with nylon fasteners.

Recommended next is galvanized chain, with a minimum wire diameter of

one-balf inch �3 mm!. The third choice is po3.yptopylene, with an

ultraviolet, screen to retard deterioration. Various steel wires and

fiber ropes that were tested are not recommended for use as FTB tying

materials.

Flotation. Air trapped in the tire crowns provides buoyancy for

the assembled modules. Commonly, the units float with about 6 inches

{152 mm! of each tire above water. This low profile assures that the

breakwater will not be direct3.y affected by wind forces. The low-lying

structure will require navigational markings in most areas  Kowalski and

Ross, 197S! .

Trapped air is rep3.enished when waves impinge on the FTB. extended

periods of ca3m water might allow the tires to sink. Other causes of

sinking include leakage of air from ho3.es. heavy deposits of silt and

sand, marine biofouling, and accumulations of snow and ice.

Supplemental flotation. may be required to counter these negative

effects, especially in regions of heavy snowfall and salt water

environments where marine fouling is a probleh. An effective buoying

material is liquid urethane foam, poured into the tires prior to FTB

construction. Float materials not recommended include plastic
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containers, which are difficult to secure, and styrofoam, which is

subject to environmental degradation  DeYoung, 1978!.

~goorin . PTB mooring forces must. be sccuretel.y forecest for

effective design. Graphical evaluation methods are presented in DeYoung

�978! and Harms �979!. Seaward mooring line tension increases

dramatically as wave steepness and structure beam are increased

 DeYoung, 1978!. Shoreward mooring lines are usually designed to resist

20 percent of the seaward value, assuming no significant waves can

approach from the leeward side  Harms, l979!.

Mooring and anchoring system design specifications depend on the

bottom material and profile and local currents and tides, Local

experience in mooring large craft, over 30 ft  9 m! in length, is a

reasonable guide in planning FTB mooring schemes. Mooring line slopes

of 6:1 � feet or meters of line for each 1 foot or meter of water

depth! have proven to be effective. The type of mooring line specified

is also an important concern, as its weight acts as an anchor. Chain

has typically been used for this purpose  DeYoung, 1978!. Danforth,

stockless and mushroom anchors, illustrated in Figure 3.16, and concrete

blocks heavy enough to resist drag have been used to anchor FTBs.

Moorings should be placed at a maximum spacing of 50 ft �5 m! on the

seaward side and every 100 ft �0 m! leeward. Distribution of the

mooring load over two or more modules is desirable  Ross, 1977!.

Construction. Each 18-tire module is constructed as shown in

Figure 3.17b, in a 3-2-3-2-3-2-3 pattern. A tire rack may be used to

arrange the tires. The binding material is woven through the unit as

shown. Davis �977! and DeYoung �978! should be consulted for details

on binding and fastening.
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b. Mushroom Anchora. Danfort:h-type Anchor

OWN

c. Navy Standard Stockless Anchor

Figure 3.16 Anchor Types  Navfac, 1968, pp. 26-6-11 and 26-6-14!



Figure 3.i7 Construction of an FT3  DeYoung.
1978, p. 23!
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Completed modules are joined as illustrated in Figures 3.17c and d.

All tires should parallel the wave crests. The FTB is built in sections

on land, and the sections later assembled in the water. The size of

sections used depends on the proximity of the assembly area to the

water, the difficul.ty of transporting tire sections on land and the

power needed to launch sections of various dimensions.

Towing and mooring an FTB can be accomplished with one towboat wi.th

the necessary power and a small boat to carry divers, tools and other

supplies. Following is outlined a simple procedure for mooring FTBs,

from DeYoung �978!. A windward corner moorage chain is connected to

the section and used as a tow line. When the unit is in place, the

anchor is dropped  anchor 1 in Figure 3.18a!. Anchors 2 and 3 are

positioned in turn. Another section i,s thea towed to the location.

Anchor 4 is set after the two section4 are joined with connecting tires.

The process continues to completion, in the order indicated in Figures

3.18b and c.

Maintenance and Other Considerations. An FTB must be inspected

regularly to ensure the integrity of the structural components. Damages

in the binding materials should be promptly repaired. Periodic

underwater examination of the mooring system is desirable as well.

The tires must be cleaned regularly of marine growth and other

accumul*ti.ons, as noted previously. Also, the structure will intercept

and collect floating debris. This rubbish must be removed as well.

In icing environments. the FTB must be protected from moving ice

floes. Usually, the structure is towed to a sheltered area or removed

from the water prior to ice formation  Ross, 1977!.
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Figure 3.18 FTB installation
 DeYoung, 1978, p. 24!
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The foregoing paragraphs have highlighted the fundamental concerns

in the design and installation of FTBa. The cited references should be

consulted for additional and more detailed information. In particular,

Harms �979! provides charts and guidelines .for Goodyear FTB design.

Legal aspects, the ultimate disposal of FTBs, as well as general factors

are covered in Ross �977! and DeYoung �978!. The latter publication

also briefly reviews se~e~al case histories.

3.3 JETTIES

Inlet entrances provide access from a main body of water to

navigable bays, harbors or rivers. The entrance channels, in their

natural state of dynamic equilibrium, are often impassable by vessels

and therefore not suited to man's purposes. Natural channels may shoal

excessively, migrate rapidly and be subject to repeated closure, as

described in Chapter 2. Jetties are built at inlet entrances to improve

the channels for navigation by reducing or preventing these problems.

Jetties act as groins to accrete littoral drift on the updrift side

of a channel. In this capacity, they prevent shoaling material from

entering the inlet. They serve as "training walls" to confine and

direct stream or tidal flow into a stabilized, non-migrating channel.

Jetties can also be designed to protect the navigable entrance from wave

attack.

Jetties are usually installed in pairs. Typical configurations are

shown in Figure 3.19. Single jetty protection has been attempted in

various cases, but has generally failed to maintain the channels to

design specifications.

ln moderate to severe wave climates, jetties must be massive to


